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Introduction

With this Release of the CoDeSys@CHIP SDK Beck Edition 07 2007, the previous (Beta) releases
(Beck Editions 01 2006, 10 2006, and 05 2007) became obsolete. The IEC Platforms, based on the
Embedded RTS for the SC1x3 IPC@CHIP® processor family (in V1.10 ß1 and V1.11 ß2) are no
longer supported and are replaced by new IEC Platforms based on the Full RTS in this release. The
Embedded RTS is now only supported for the SC1x IPC@CHIP® processor family.
This document describes the necessary steps a customer has to take for a migration of an existing
IEC Platform, based on an Embedded IEC Platform into a new one, based on a Full IEC Platform.
In general: It is not possible to make a migration by opening the existing configuration file (xml) of the
embedded version in the IEC Platform Builder and convert it into a full version. The full version of the
IEC Platform has to be recreated (using the New Button in the IEC Platform Builder). The complete
configuration needs to be re-entered in the IEC Platform Builder. After the new IEC Platform has been
created (Make Button in the IEC Platform Builder) successfully, the modifications and adaptations
made in the previously generated embedded IEC Platform have to be merged in the new generated
full IEC Platform.
In the rest of this document, the differences in the IEC Platform Builder and the generated IEC
Platform (TSP and RTS-Frame) are described. This will provide the most important help in the
migration of an existing embedded IEC Platform into a new full IEC Platform.
Basic knowledge of the IEC Platform Builder, about how to modify and adapt a generated IEC
Platform, the RTS Hook Interface (RHI), and C-Programming experience is necessary for a correct
understanding of this document and a successful migration.
Multi-Tasking support is a major difference between the embedded and full RTS. For this item is
referenced to Chapter 5 of the Getting Started Manual.
For more detailed information is referenced to the following documentation: Getting started, SDK
Manual, and the RHI-Documentation. These documents are all included in the SDK Installation.
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IEC Platform Builder

The new IEC Platform Builder supports for the SC1x3-IEC processor family only the Full IEC Platform
templates. The configuration (XML) file for an Embedded IEC Platform can not be usad to generate a
Full IEC Platform. The configuration file for a Full IEC Platform has to be created from the beginning
with the IEC Platform Builder. Therefore a New Project must be created, in which the Full Version has
to be selected as first setting (See Figure 1 below).

Figure 1: New Project Window
After creating the project with the selection for the Full version, the other Tabs become visible. In each
Tab specific settings can be specified. Most Tabs are equal for both Embedded and Full, except for
the Tab ‘Multitasking’ in case of an embedded IEC Platform and ‘Full” in case of a full IEC Platform. In
this new Tab (See Figure 2 below), specific features for the Full RTS have to be selected. For a
complete description is referenced to the CoDeSys@CHIP-SDK Manual.

Figure 2: Full Tab Window
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After all configurations are made in the IEC Platform Builder, the configuration file (XML) can be
generated (Save button). For the filename, a non existent name should be used. The next step is to
create the IEC Platform itself (Make Button). A subdirectory is generated with the same name as the
name used for the configuration file. If this directory already existed, the generated RTS-Frame will not
be correctly generated!! Therefore it is important that a name is used which does not exist already.

3

IEC Platform

In the generated IEC Platform, two major components can be found: The Target Support Package
(TSP) and the Full RTS-Frame (RTS). In the following sections, the differences in the generated items
will be described together with the steps to do for migration of the adaptations and extensions made in
the Embedded IEC Platform into the new Full IEC Platform.

3.1

TSP

The new Target Support Package, generated by the IEC Platform Builder, has to be installed in the
CoDeSys V2.3 development environment (install.bat file in the TSP). If a TSP with the same Name
and/or TargetID as the Name and/or TargetID configured in the new IEC Platform already has been
installed earlier, this old one has to be de-installed first in the usual way.

3.2

RTS

The new RTS-Frame, generated by the IEC Platform Builder, has to be adapted. Normally only in the
file "myRts.c" customer specific changes are to be made. Additionally, customer specific library and
include files may have been added in their respective subdirectories. The migration steps for these
customer specific library and include files can not be described in detail here, but they have to be
copied into the new full IEC Platform and the libraries have to be added again in the Paradigm project
file ("myRts.pdl"). Due to differences in the RHI, it might be needed to make changes in these libraries
and include files too.
3.2.1

Myrts.c

Due to the differences between the embedded RTS and full RTS a number of changes in the file
MYRTS.C are also necessary. There are some new global variables, data structures and functions.
Some functions have been changed (name and or parameters). In the following you will find a short
description of the changes. Detailed information about the functions can be found in the RHI
documentation. Here is a list with all RHI functions, sorted by categories.
Controller Functions
• RHICTRLStartup
• RHICTRLStateChanged
• RHICTRLGetInitStateBootProject
IO Handler Functions
• RHIIOInit
• RHIIOWriteOutput
• RHIIOWriteAllOutputs
• RHIIOReadInput
• RHIIOReadAllInputs
Retaindata Handling Functions
• RHINVRDDataRestore
• RHINVRDSave
• RHINVRDStore
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Configuration Functions
• RHICFGGetExtRefTable
• RHICFGGetPlcCmdTable
• RHICFGGetPlcCommInterfaceTable
• RHICFGGetIecBasePriority
• RHICFGGetIecMemorySizes
• RHICFGGetNonVolMemPolicy
• RHICFGGetNonVolMemDef
• RHICFGGetTargetID
• RHICFGGetOEMVersion
• RHICFGGetFeatures
• RHICFGGetWorkingDrive
• RHICFGGetWorkingPath
• RHICFGGetSerPortTypes
IEC Program State Functions
• RHIIECPrgInfo
Event Functions
• RTSEVTGenerate

3.2.1.1 Global Data
The global string: RHI_OEM_VERSION_STRING is new. It can be used by a customer to define a
descriptive string (keep it under 30 characters) for the Target system. This string is shown on the
console at Startup of the RTS and displayed in the output of the PLC Browser command "ver". In the
Embedded RTS it was possible to return such a string in the function RHICTRLStartup(), which has
been modified (See below).

3.2.1.2 Data structures
The data structure RHITimeSlice is not available in the Full RTS. Because the Full RTS uses the
RTOS Multitasking mechanism, this structure became obsolete.
New is the data structure RHIIecMemorySizes for the definition of IEC Memory Area sizes. The
definitions of the constants used for the values in this structure are generated by the IEC Platform
Builder (Memory Tab). Changes in the values of this data structure should only be made with the IEC
Platform Builder, because the same values are also stored in the generated TSP. These settings need
to be consistent across the RTS and TSP.
New is also the data structure RHINonVolMemDef for non volatile memory. In the Full IEC Platform
an external device can be added for Non-Volatile Retain data storage. This structure defines its Base
address and its size. This functionality has not yet been tested in this Beta Version. For a complete
description is referenced to the Full-RHI documentation.
The data structure RHIExtRefTable is similar as in the Embedded RTS but is slightly modified:
• The function pointer entry must have the type ‘(void(*)(void))’
• The function itself must be declared with ‘_cdecl __huge __saveregs’ in the type
specification.
The data structure RHI_UART has been replaced with the new structure RHISerPortTypes.
Because of a more advanced mechanism for checking the Serial protocol configuration settings, this
structure has been redesigned. These configuration settings have to be adapted in the new structure.
See for a more detailed description of this new structure the Full RHI Documentation and the
information in the rhi.h include file.
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3.2.1.3 Configuration functions
The function RHICFGGetIECBasePriority() is new. The definition of the constant used for the
value to return is generated by the IEC Platform Builder (Full Tab). For a complete description is
referenced to the Full-RHI documentation.
The
functions
RHICFGGetIecCodeAreaSize(),
RHICFGGetIecDataAreaSize()
and
RHICFGGetIecRetainAreaSize()
are
replaced
by
the
new
function
RHICFGGetIecMemorySizes(). This function returns all IEC Area Memory size settings at once
(returns pointer to the new data structure RHIIecMemorySizes.
The function RHICFGGetTimeSlice() is discontinued in the Full RTS. Because the Full RTS uses
the RTOS Multitasking mechanism, this function became obsolete.
The functions RHICFGGetNonVolMemDef() and RHICFGGetNonVolMemPolicy() are new in the
Full RTS. These functions are for the definition of an external Non-Volatile storage device for Retain
Data and the policy for saving the Retain Data in case of a power failure. This functionality has not yet
been tested completely in this Beta Version. The definitions for external and direct in the Policy are not
tested. Only internal storage (in the Flash memory of the SC1x3 processor) is tested successfully. For
a complete description is referenced to the Full-RHI documentation.
The function RHICFGGetOEMString() is new in the Full RTS. It returns the new global string
RHI_OEM_VERSION_STRING.
The function RHICFGGetFeatureTable() has been replaced with the new function
RHICFGGetFeatures(). The functionality has not been changed, but the interface is modified
because new features have been added for the Full RTS (defined in the Full Tab). For a detailed
description is referenced to the Full-RHI documentation.
The function RHICFGGetUartUsage() has been replaced with the new function
RHICFGGetSerPortTypes(). Because of a more advanced mechanism for checking the Serial
protocol configuration settings, the underlying structure has been redesigned. See for a more detailed
description of the new structure the Full RHI Documentation and the information in the rhi.h include
file.
All the above mentioned configuration-functions are for internal use. Modifications in these functions
themselves should not be necessary. The values and structures they return should be configured.
Partly this is done by the IEC Platform Builder.

3.2.1.4 Controller functions
The function RHICTRLStartup() has been modified. The parameter and return value are different. It
is still possible to abort the Startup of the RTS in this function. In this function the customer can still
perform actions to be done in an early stage of the Startup. The customer code in the Embedded
version of this function must be ported to this new function and possibly adapted. Note: The string
which could be returned in the Embedded function is replaced with the RHI_OEM_VERSION_STRING.
The function RHICTRLIecCycle() isn’t supported in any longer. When you need own functions
which have to be called each IEC cycle, you can implement them as external library functions. How to
implement own functions in external libraries is described in an Application Node, which can be found
at our homepage.
The function RHICTRLGetStartStopState() discontinued in the Full RTS.
The function RHICTRLGetInitStateBootProject() is new in the Full RTS. With this function it
became possible to define if a successfully loaded boot project is started immediately after Startup of
the RTS or not.
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In the function RHICTRLStateChanged() The name of the parameter has been changed and also
the names of the internal constants (See the Full RHI documentation). The own code must be
adapted.

3.2.1.5 I/O Access functions
The function RHIIOInit() has not changed. The code from this function can be used completely.
The functions RHIIOReadInputs() and RHIIOWriteOutputs() have been discontinued in the Full RTS.
Due to the fact that each IEC Task has its own IEC Cycle, the in- and outputs are updated based in a
per task mechanism. So it is not possible anymore to read all the Inputs at once and write the outputs
at once. New functions have been introduced to update each in- and output individually
(RHIIOReadInput() and RHIIOWriteOutput()). Because the RTS needs also a mechanism to
update the in- and outputs at once (Startup, Forcing, Stop, and Reset), functions to read all inputs and
write all outputs are still needed (RHIIOReadAllInputs() and RHIIOWriteAllOutputs()). In
the Full RTS the four new functions for updating a single in- or output and updating all the in- or
outputs have to be implemented.
In these new functions, the parameters have been reduced to the needed ones. In the functions for
updating a single in- or output, a new parameter iFieldOffset has been added. In the generated CStructures for the In- and Output Areas (See Autogen/platform.inc file) additional defines are
generated by the IEC Platform Builder. These should be used to compare with this new parameter to
decide which in- or output has to be updated. It is suggested to study the implementation in the
samples provided, to get a better understanding.

3.2.1.6 Remanent Data Handling
The functions RHIREMDataInit(), RHIREMDataDeinit(), and RHIREMDataSave() have been
discontinued. New functions are introduced, because the Remanent Data Handling has been
redesigned to make external and direct storage of Retain Data possible. The new functions
RHINVRDataRestore(), RHINVRDataStore(), and RHINVRDataSave() have been defined.
These functions are only called if external storage (not inside the Flash of the SC1x3 processor) for
Retain Data has been defined in case of a power fail. Because this functionality has not been tested, it
is currently not recommended to use external storage. See for a more detailed description of these
new functions the Full RHI Documentation and the comments in the rhi.h include file. Customer code
in the old discontinued functions has to be rewritten for the new functions.

3.2.1.7 IEC Program State
The function RHIIECPrgInit() has been renamed into RHIIECPrgInfo(). The new function does
not return a value anymore. Customer code must be adapted.

3.2.1.8 PLC Browser and Command functions
The function RHIPlcBrwCmdDummyFunc() has not been changed. The customer code for command
functions defined in the IEC Platform Builder can be reused (copied) completely.

3.2.2

Summary

The myrts.c from the Embedded RTS cannot be used directly for the Full RTS because of the changes
described above. It is advised to use a merger tool or open the old myrts.c and the newly generated
myrts.c for the Full RTS together in the Paradigm development environment and make the
modifications.
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